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Market Review 

Happy New Year! While we emailed the January edition of The Prudent Speculator on Friday, 

there were certainly big headlines out in the hours since we went to press…even as the trading 

week just ended turned out, for the Dow Jones Industrial Average anyway, to be about the least 

volatile on a full-week-measurement basis in market history. 



 

Obviously, the big news was the major escalation of hostilities in the always turbulent Middle 

East, following the targeted U.S. airstrike in Baghdad on Thursday evening that killed Iranian 

Quds Force commander Gen. Qassem Soleimani and Iraqi paramilitary commander Abu Mahdi 

Mohandes. Not surprisingly, Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei quickly promised a “hard 

revenge awaits criminals” for the death of the powerful Iranian military leader, while the U.S. 

said it is sending 3,500 additional troops to the region and President Trump responded with a 

series of very strongly worded tweets, culminating Saturday evening with the warning, “They 

attacked us, & we hit back. If they attack again, which I would strongly advise them not to do, 

we will hit them harder than they have ever been hit before!” 

And Sunday saw news that the Iraqi Parliament passed a resolution calling for the government to 

expel foreign (U.S.-led) troops from the country, while Iran said it will no longer abide by limits 

established in the 2015 nuclear deal on the number of uranium enrichment centrifuges. Not 

surprisingly, the U.S. equity futures for Monday’s trading were in the red as these comments 

were finalized, indicating the likelihood of a continuation of Friday’s downturn when trading 

resumes. 

To be sure, it is impossible to predict what further actions will follow the turmoil already seen 

and the latest war of words, not to mention what lasting impact such events might have on the 

region and the world. Not to sound cavalier, and we understand that the decision by the White 



House only adds to the political divisiveness in our country, but our focus always and 

unemotionally must remain on the potential long-term impact on the U.S. equity markets in 

general and the companies we own in particular. 

And, to cut to the chase, we see no reason to hedge or otherwise disturb our portfolios, though 

we are keeping a watchful eye on potential purchases and/or swaps that might opportunistically 

come our way, as many market players will likely forget the words of wisdom from Peter Lynch, 

“Far more money has been lost preparing for downturns, corrections and Bear Markets than has 

been lost in the actual downturns, corrections and Bear Markets that eventually have occurred.” 

 

Of course, while there are never any guarantees that the past is prologue, and patience is always 

paramount in achieving long-term investment success,… 



 

…our continued optimism toward equities is firmly based on historical data analytics, the latest 

courtesy of CNBC.com,… 



 

…and most of the rest from our own number crunching. 



 

Somewhat lost in the Middle East news on Friday was the announcement of the often market-

moving monthly Manufacturing Index (PMI) from the Institute for Supply Management. The 

gauge of activity in the factory sector for December came in below expectations at 47.2, with any 

reading below 50 signifying contraction in the manufacturing economy, even as it still suggests 

growth in the overall economy,… 



 

…and, as we have discussed in recent months, such a “disappointing” number historically has 

served as a strong indicator of superior future equity market returns, on average,… 



 

…while Chicago Federal Reserve Bank President Charles Evans said on Friday, “I think what 

we’re kind of finding is that the economy can continue to expand with a modest contraction in 

the manufacturing sector at the moment. The consumer is playing a strong role.” 

Keeping in mind that we are always braced for far worse setbacks than the extremely modest 

less-than-1% hit stocks took on Friday,… 



 

…we’ll conclude this Market Review with an opportunity, thanks to the writers at Barron’s 

Magazine, to punctuate the center box quotation used in TPS 639’s Editor’s Note from Euripides, 

“Man’s most valuable trait is a judicious sense of what not to believe.” We respect that the 

publication may wish to quibble with your Editor, and they did happily suggest that investors 

might want to consider energy names and go bargain hunting, but we insert our 

clarifying/questioning color into the opening paragraph of this weekend’s Barron’s Cover Story, 

The U.S.-Iran Confrontation Has Raised Market Risk. Here are 3 Ways to Position Your 

Portfolio. 

“Friday’s spike in volatility,… 



 

…sparked by the U.S. assassination of Iran’s military chief, may be brief, as have been other 

market flare-ups over the past 10-plus years of the bull run… 



 

…and economic expansion. But with U.S. stocks priced for perfection,… 



 

…market professionals say the increase in Mideast tensions is a reminder of one of two things 

that can scuttle growth and spark a recession: a trade war and a hot war.” 

Stock Updates  

Given the New Year’s Holiday, there remained little in the way of individual company news out 

last week, so we again offer the reminder that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as 

they are a “Sell,” while a listing of all current recommendations is available for download via the 

following link: https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. 

And, as we suspect that some may wish to put money to work, with folks getting back to full 

market attention this week, and to potentially take advantage of a continued market pullback, we 

have put together a listing of 25 of our dividend-paying recommendations which have had the 

least amount of time in the sun since the end of 2018. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


 

 


